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Abstract: When utilizing the deep learning models in some real applications,
the distribution of the labels in the environment can be used to increase
the accuracy. Generally, to compute this distribution, there should be the
validation set that is labeled by the ground truths. On the other side, the
dependency of ground truths limits the utilization of the distribution in
various environments. In this paper, we carried out a novel system for the deep
learning-based classification to solve this problem. Firstly, our system only
uses one validation set with ground truths to compute some hyper parameters,
which is named as one-shot guidance. Secondly, in an environment, our
system builds the validation set and labels this by the prediction results, which
does not need any guidance by the ground truths. Thirdly, the computed
distribution of labels by the validation set selectively cooperates with the
probability of labels by the output of models, which is to increase the accuracy
of predict results on testing samples. We selected six popular deep learning
models on three real datasets for the evaluation. The experimental results show
that our system can achieve higher accuracy than state-of-art methods while
reducing the dependency of labeled validation set.

Keywords: Deep learning; classification; distribution of labels; probability of
labels

1 Introduction

Deep learning model-based classification has been proved efficient in many real applications
[1–5]. Generally, the performance of a deep learning model depends on the captured features [6–8]. To
capture more features for higher accuracy, the structure of models becomes bigger while the accuracy
is limited by many factors like the vanishing gradient problem [9–11]. When using the deep learning
models in an environment, some information can be used to further increase the accuracy like the
distribution of labels. As we can see in Fig. 1, the sample has the both features of horse and deer,
which easily cause wrong classification results. If we can have the information like the distribution of
labels (about horse and deer) in the corresponding environment, we can easily classify the sample as a
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deer or horse. Generally, we can compute this distribution by using the validation set, which should be
labeled by the ground truths. Thus, we have to manually label the validation set in each environment,
which increases the cost of using the distribution.

Figure 1: How the distribution of labels increases the accuracy in the environments

In this paper, we built a system EA-DLC (Environment Adaptive Deep Learning based Classifica-
tion) to improve the accuracy of classification. Our contribution can be summarized as the following.
1) Our system efficiently utilizes the distribution of labels to increase the accuracy with lower cost. The
validation set of each environment is labeled by predicted results, which cost is lower than the manual
labeling. 2) Our system increases the adaptability of deep learning models in a new environment.
Our system only needs to update the distribution of labels in corresponding environment, which is
easier than the re-training or transferring of models. We performed our system and existing methods
on the samples of CIFAR-10 [12–14], CIFAR-100 [15–17] and Mini-ImageNet [18–20]. All of these
evaluations proved the effectiveness of our system.

We organize the paper by the following parts. Section 1 introduces the background and our
contributions. Section 2 introduces the existing methods and their problems. In Section 3, we present
our system and related analyses. The experiment is organized in Section 4. Section 5 gives the
conclusion and future work.

2 Related Works

There are many kinds of deep learning models and we selected some of them as the presentative
based on the computational resource and the easiness of implementation. VoVNet-57 (Variety of View
Network) is designed for object classification task, which consists of blocks including 3 convolution
layers and 4 stages modules and outputs stride 32 [21]. The sample is passed through convolutional
layers, where here the filters consists of a small receptive field. ResNeSt (Residual networks) is a
state-of-art deep learning model for image classification that uses a modular structure with split-
attention block and applies attention mechanism to feature-map groups [22]. From ResNeSt50 to
ResNeSt269, the structure becomes bigger and more complicated, so that these can get higher accuracy
especially when there are more and bigger size training samples. Based on the size of testing samples
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and computational resource, we use ResNeSt101 in this paper. RepVGG (Re-parameterization Visual
Geometry Group) is a classification model, which is improved on the basis of the existing models [23].
DenseNet (Densely Connected Convolutional Network) is a convolutional neural network with dense
connections [24]. In this network, there is a direct connection between any two layers, which means the
input of each layer connects to all the previous layers. VGG16 is a variant of VGG (Visual Geometry
Group) models for image classification [25]. ResNet (Residual Neural Network) allows the original
input information to be detoured directly to the output, which simplifies the process and reduces the
difficulty of training [26].

These models have been widely used in many applications. Generally, to increase the accuracy of
these models, the number of training samples should become bigger while it is a challenge in many
applications. Furthermore, the structure of these models becomes bigger that requires some special
tuning techniques.

Some fusion operators have applied to improve the performance of classification, which applies
multiple models [27]. In that paper, weighted voting method achieved the highest accuracy among all
of the other ones. Weighted voting also utilized to construct a more reliable classification system [28]. A
sliding window is applied to the weighted majority voting algorithm in that paper. This method applied
to a DNN (deep neural network), a CNN (convolutional neural network), and a LSTM (long short-
term memory) network to improve the performance [29]. These operators can combine the results
of models to improve the accuracy. As the weights play important role to the combination, there
should be a validation set to compute these weights. Furthermore, more various models can benefit
the improvement of the accuracy. In this paper, we also apply these fusion operators to our system for
higher accuracy with some optimizations.

3 Our System

Fig. 2 introduces our system, which is named as EA-DLC (Environment Adaptive Deep Learning
based Classification). Firstly, our system trains deep learning models on the training set. Then we
run the trained models on a testing sample to get the corresponding outputs that are called as the
probabilities of labels. Secondly, we build a validation set that includes some samples of all labels.
These samples are labelled by the ground truths, which is called as one-shot guidance. Then we compute
the accuracy of each model on these samples. Thirdly, in a new environment, our system builds the
validation set and labels this by using the outputs of models, which is called as none guidance (does
not need the ground truths). Finally, we apply selective cooperation between the distribution and the
probability of labels to get the final result.

Firstly, we give some definitions for better explanation. We set Sn as a sample and Lk as the label
of this sample. We set Gn as the ground truth [30,31] of Sn where Gn ∈ {Lk}. The label is to simplify
the computation, which is generally a number [32,33]. For example, when there are 100 labels of the
samples to be classified, the labels are from 0 to 99.

3.1 The Probability of Labels by Trained Model

We define P (Mi (Sn) = Lk) as the probability of label Lk on a sample Sn, which is the output of
the trained model Mi. Generally, a trained deep learning model predicts the label of sample Sn by the
following equation:

Lx = argmaxLxP (Mi (Sn) = Lk) , (1)
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where here i is the index of the models, n is the index of the samples and k is the index of the labels.
When we reconsider the result, we can use P (Mi (Sn) = Lk) that indicates the probability of label Lk.

Figure 2: Our system

3.2 One-shot Guidance: Validation Set with the Ground Truths

To use the fusion operators, we should build a validation set that is labeled by the ground truths.
Then we can use the existing methods that combine the outputs of models as the following:

Wi = 1(
1 − P̃ (Mi (Sn) = Gn)

) , Wi = Wi/
∑

i

Wi,

Lx = argmaxLx

∑
i

P (Mi (Sn) = Lk) × Wi, (2)

where here i is the index of the models, n is the index of the samples and k is the index of the labels.
In this equation, P̃ (Mi (Sn) = Gn) presents the posterior accuracy of a model Mi on the validation
set. Furthermore, we can also compute some hyper-parameters by this validation set, which will be
introduced in the Subsection 3.4.

3.3 None Guidance: Validation Set Without the Ground Truths

To reduce the dependency of ground truths, our system labels the validation set by using predicted
results. In the generally case, the labeling by the predicted results is imprecise. We define the distribution
of labels that is computed by the predicted results as below:

P̂ (Lk) = P (Lk) + ε, (3)

where here k is the index of the labels. In this equation, P̂ (Lk) is the computed distribution and P (Lk)

is the real one. The parameter ε is to present the error between these two distributions. In the general
case, ε is related to the ratio of wrong results. Thus, the accuracy of classification can reduce this error.
Correctly predicting the distribution of labels is a challenge, which means ε �= 0.
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Generally, the distribution becomes more precise when there are more samples in the validation
set. Thus, we should check whether the number of samples is big enough by the following equation

�P̂ (Lk) → 0, (4)

where here k is the index of the labels.

3.4 Selective Cooperation

In this subsection, we carried out a selective cooperation between the distribution of labels and the
probability of labels. We do not apply the distribution of labels to all results. In more details, when the
final result has low probability, it means that the correct result may be the other one. We built selection
rules as below:

Select1 : {Lx|Lx < δ} ,

Select2 :

{
Lx

∣∣∣∣∣
∑

i

P (Mi (Sn) = Lk) × Wi > γ

}
(5)

where here i is the index of the models, n is the index of the samples, k is the index of the labels
and x is the index of the predicted label. In this equation, Lx, P (Mi (Sn) = Lk) is defined by Eq. (1).
Among all of the final results {Lx}, Select1 reconsiders those, which probabilities are smaller than
δ. Then we can reconsider the prediction of corresponding samples. On each of these samples, we
can get the probability of labels, which is the output of models by the Eq. (2). Then we select the
labels, which probabilities are bigger than γ as the potential one of final result. δ is the threshold that
decide whether we reconsider a result or not. The parameter γ means that we only select some of
the labels. This is to avoid the labels that have low probabilities to be the final result because of the
cooperation. Then we can carry out two methods based on our system. Firstly, we can carry out a
method EA-DLC-weight (Environment Adaptive Deep Learning based Classification with weighted
method) based on our system as the following. For a final result Lx ∈ Select1, we reconsider this by
the following equation:

F (Sn, Lk) =
∑

i

P (Mi (Sn) = Lk) × Wi + ω × P̂ (Lk) ,

Lx = argmaxLk∈Select2
F (Sn, Lk) , (6)

where here i is the index of the models, n is the index of the samples, k is the index of the labels and
x is the index of the predicted label. In this equation, P̂ (Lk) is the computed distribution of labels on
the validation set. The effect of distribution is controlled by the parameter ω. We can set the default
values of these parameters. When there is the validation set that is labeled by the ground truths, we can
also optimize the parameters on this set. We can also carry out a method EA-DLC-joint (Environment
Adaptive Deep Learning based Classification with joint method) based on our system. For a final
result Lx ∈ Select1, we reconsider this by the following equation:

F (Sn, Lk) =
∑

i

P (Mi (Sn) = Lk) × Wi × P̂ (Lk) ,

Lx = argmaxLk∈Select2
F (Sn, Lk) , (7)

where here i is the index of the models, n is the index of the samples, k is the index of the labels and
x is the index of the predicted label. Compared with EA-DLC-weight, this method does not need the
parameter ω, which lowers the complexity. We can optimize the hyper-parameters δ, γ , ω by using the
validation set, which is introduced in the Subsection 3.2.
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When a trained model predicts wrong result, we can assume the following relation:

P (Mi (Sn) = Lk = Gn) < P (Mi (Sn) = Lk �= Gn) , (8)

where here i is the index of the models, n is the index of the samples and k is the index of the labels.
Then, when we have P (Lk) � P

(
Lq

) ≈ 0, we can easily get F (Sn, Lk) > F
(
Sn, Lq

)
by our system.

When we have 0 ≈ P (Lk) � P
(
Lq

)
, our system may cause F (Sn, Lk) < F

(
Sn, Lq

)
. On the other side,

the number of these samples (ground truth is Lk) becomes smaller as P (Lk) ≈ 0. When there are
the relations that P (Mi (Sn) = Lk = Gn) ≈ P

(
Mi (Sn) = Lq �= Gn

)
and P (Lk) ≈ P

(
Lq

)
, the accuracy

depends on the predicted results of models. Our system combines the outputs of models to increase
the accuracy.

In our system, we use the posterior distribution of labels. Thus, as we have introduced in Eq. (3),
there is error between the predicted one a real one as bellow:

P̂ (Lk) = P (Lk) + εk, P̂
(
Lq

) = P
(
Lq

) + εq, (9)

where here k and q is the index of the labels. When we increase the accuracy of classification, we can
have P (Lk) � εk → 0 and P

(
Lq

) � εq → 0. Thus, our system still works well by using P̂ (Lk) and
P̂

(
Lq

)
.

4 Experiments

We evaluated our system and the existing methods on some real datasets. Firstly, we selected
and trained the existing deep learning models on the training samples to generate trained models. We
trained all of the deep learning models by default settings (we do not change the structure or tune the
hyper-parameters many times). We set the number of epochs [34,35] as 10 when training these models.
Secondly, we select the testing samples from dataset based on the example distributions, which are
to simulate the real distributions in an environment. Then we evaluate our system and the existing
methods on the testing samples. When there are random parameters, we evaluate 1000 times and
compute the average. At each evaluation step, we randomly select a validation of one-shot guidance
(introduced in the Subsection 3.2) and randomly select the validation-sets of none guidance (the range
of number is from 1 to 20, which is introduced in the Subsection 3.3). In other words, these validation
sets are different to each other, which is to prove the robustness of our system.

4.1 The Evaluation on CIFAR-10

CIFAR-10 has 60000 samples that belong to 10 labels [12–14]. We separated this dataset to 50000
training samples and 10000 testing samples. We use training samples to train the models. We select the
samples from the testing set based on different example distributions, which are to simulate the real
distributions in the environments.

In the Tab. 1, Zero20 means 20% of the labels have zero samples. We define Zero40 (40% of the
labels have zero samples) and Zero80 (80% of the labels have zero samples) by the same way. The labels
to be assigned zero samples are randomly selected. Fig. 3 shows the examples of these distributions
where the number of samples for the testing set is less than 10000. For example, there are about
6000 testing samples left in Zero40 case. We randomly select 1000 validation samples to compute the
distribution of labels. Then, the remained testing samples are used to evaluate the methods. Tab. 1
introduces the accuracies of the methods on the different distributions of the dataset CIFAR-10. As
we can see in Tab. 1, our system can increase the accuracy about 0.74% as least and 8.43% as most
compared with the existing methods. These results prove the efficiency of our methods.
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Table 1: Results on CIFAR-10

Methods Distributions

Zero20 Zero40 Zero80

VoVNet-57 [21] 82.65% 82.63% 82.67%
ResNeSt101 [22] 87.61% 87.79% 87.53%
RepVGG [23] 80.85% 80.68% 80.72%
DenseNet [24] 75.05% 76.95% 76.07%
VGG16 [25] 70.80% 70.97% 70.89%
ResNet [26] 70.04% 70.03% 70.02%
Weighted voting [29] 89.02% 88.91% 89.09%
EA-DLC-weight 88.86% 89.96% 90.17%
EA-DLC-joint 89.76% 94.70% 97.52%

Figure 3: The examples of Zero20, Zero40 and Zero80 on CIFAR-10

4.2 Random Case on CIFAR-100 and Mini-ImageNet

CIFAR-100 has 100 classes and each class contains 600 images [15–17]. We separate each class
of the dataset to 500 training samples and 100 testing ones. We use 50000 training samples to train
the models. We select the testing samples from these 10000 samples based on different example
distributions, which is to simulate the real distributions in the environments.

The Mini-ImageNet dataset is for few-shot deep learning evaluations [18–20]. Its complexity is
high as the ImageNet dataset but requires fewer resources compared with the full ImageNet dataset.
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In total, there are 100 classes and each one has 600 samples of 84 × 84 color images. We use 48000
training samples to train the models. Then we select the samples from the 12000 testing samples based
on different example distributions, which is to simulate the real distributions in the environments.

In this subsection, we randomly assign the example distributions to the testing samples. In more
details, we randomly select the labels and assign random distributions to the testing set. Fig. 4 shows
the examples of random distribution. In this figure, Ran (.) is the function that multiples random value
to the distribution. If the randomized value is smaller than 0, we use 0 instead. Then we can generate
the distribution of samples by this function. For example, if the number of original samples for an
object label is 100 and Ran (0, 1) = 0.9, we have about 90 samples of this label for the evaluation.

Figure 4: The example distributions. (a) Ran (0, 1). (b) Ran (−1, 1). (c) Ran (−2, 1)

We randomly select 1000 validation samples from the testing set. Then, the remained testing
samples are used to evaluate the methods. Tab. 2 introduces the accuracies of the methods on the
random distributions of the dataset CIFAR-100 and Mini-ImageNet. As we can see in Tab. 2, our
methods can increase the average accuracy about 0.26% (in Ran (0, 1) case), 4.98% (in Ran (−1, 1)

case) and 8.65% (in Ran (−2, 1) case) than the best of existing methods on the average. These results
prove the efficiency of our methods on the random distribution cases.

Generally, the labels have the balanced number of training samples. Furthermore, the deep
structure and multiple layers try to capture the balanced number of features that can classify each
label from the others. All these efforts make the trained model achieve similar accuracy on the different
distributions.
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Table 2: Results on CIFAR-100 and Mini-ImageNet

CIFAR-100 Mini-ImageNet

Methods Distributions

Ran(0,1) Ran(−1,1) Ran(−2,1) Ran(0,1) Ran(−1,1) Ran(−2,1)

VoVNet-57 [21] 63.91% 63.76% 64.00% 72.34% 72.26% 72.29%
ResNeSt101 [22] 68.80% 68.27% 68.37% 69.60% 69.22% 69.73%
RepVGG [23] 63.57% 63.63% 63.82% 70.71% 70.73% 70.95%
DenseNet [24] 54.89% 54.79% 54.80% 50.74% 50.98% 50.99%
VGG16 [25] 45.87% 45.62% 45.25% 43.07% 43.17% 43.84%
ResNet [26] 41.30% 41.41% 40.98% 41.77% 41.61% 41.63%
Weighted voting [29] 72.79% 72.58% 72.86% 77.25% 77.69% 77.83%
EA-DLC-weight 72.80% 73.10% 73.60% 77.13% 77.44% 78.59%
EA-DLC-joint 72.98% 78.40% 82.32% 77.58% 81.83% 85.66%

4.3 The Number of Validation Samples

In this subsection, we evaluated the number of validation samples, which is related to the accuracy.
We select the deep learning model VoVNet-57 as a representative to evaluate the parameter. The
number of validation samples is important to compute the posterior distribution of labels, which is
also related to the accuracy.

Fig. 5 shows that our methods achieved higher accuracy than the existing ones when the number
becomes bigger (> 200). The accuracy in increased as the number of samples becomes bigger. This
shows that the effect of the error of posterior distribution can be reduced when the number of
validation samples is increased.

Figure 5: The evaluation on the number of validation samples
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4.4 Analysis

We have evaluated our methods and the existing ones on real datasets by applying different
distributions. The selected deep learning models performed different accuracies from low (<50%) to
high (>87%). Thus, these models can present the general cases when using deep learning models. The
results show the effectiveness of our system in these cases. We also evaluated our system in different
kinds of simulated environments, which proved the better robustness than the other ones.

Training the models on more labels benefits the range of classification while increasing the
difficulty of achieving high accuracy. Transferring or retraining the trained models to the other
environments may achieve high accuracy while increasing the cost. Thus, using the distribution of
labels in a new environment is a good choice. On the other side, the manual labeling of validation sets
is not efficient. Our system solved this problem by labeling the validation set based on the outputs of
models. When there are no validation samples, we can temporarily use the existing methods and then
collect and label the validation samples. When there are enough (for example, >200 in the Subsection
4.3 case) validation samples of an environment, we can use our system for higher accuracy.

Compared with the fusion operators, our methods can achieve higher accuracy and remain the
same cost as all of these only need one validation set. Compared with the single model methods, our
methods can achieve higher accuracy than the single model methods. As we applied multiple models,
the execution time may be increased, which is related to the number of models. This problem can be
solved by executing these models at the same time by using parallel technology [36].

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced a novel system that is to increase the accuracy of deep learning
model-based classification task. Our system can work well in different environments while reducing
the cost of manual labeling. Furthermore, our system can benefit the robustness of the deep learning
classification models in different environments.

In the future work, we will do research about the deep cooperation between the output of models
and distribution of labels. For example, we can use other outputs of models, which are before the
probability of labels (has not been normalized). This may include more information about the features
of samples, which can correctly present what the trained model has seen from the samples.
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